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Subject:

My Summer Bleisure

1. F
 ill in the gaps with the appropriate words/phrases taken from the text My
Summer Bleisure.
Work in pairs. Ask each other questions.
1. How do hotels ………………… their offer to attract more holidaymakers?
2. Have you ever conducted a ……………………….? (If not: what would you ask people about, if you could conduct one?)
3. Can you define jet ………?
4. Can you list 5 ……………… offered by companies in order to attract employees?
5. What has changed in our everyday lives due to the ……………………….. revolution?
6. Can you describe the best and the worst …………………………………. that you’ve stayed in?
7. Have you ever been on a …………………….. trip? Ho much time did you have to devote for work and what kind of
entertainment did it include? (If not: would you agree to go on a ……………… trip?
8. Do you agree that the border between work and private life has become ………………………..?
9. How do you usually get to ………………… new people?
10. What does the travel …………………….. look like in your country? What are the main tourist destinations and
what can you say about the quality of services?
11. Can you list 5 …………………… disorders?
12. How are customers ………………………………. by clothing companies?
13. What are the advantages and ………………………………. of living in a big city?
14. Are you for or ……………………. smoking?
15. What kind of advice would you give to a person who would like to …………………..the fear of flying?
16. Can you describe your perfect day ……………..?
17. What are your main ……………………… in your professional career and everyday life?
18. Can you list 5 ……………………….. new English words?
19. How do people from your country spend their …………………… time?
20. How much time on ………………….. do you spend in front of the computer each day?

Answer key: 1.extend; 2. survey; 3. lag; 4. perks; 5. digital; 6. accommodation; 7. bleisure; 8. blurry; 9. know;
10. industry; 11. mental; 12. lured; 13. disadvantages; 14. against; 15. overcome; 16. off; 17. duties; 18. relatively;
19. leisure; 20. average

